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Abstract 
The use of fingerprints as a form of identification in criminal cases has become a common method 
of conviction within the criminal justice system. However, with the recent rise in the number of 
people wrongly convicted, the typical sources of evidence have come into question about their 
reliability. Multiple common drawbacks found when using fingerprints dusting to obtain prints 
from crime scenes has led to researchers looking for more efficient ways to collect them that 
maintain high sensitivity and contrast. These are the two aspects that create the largest problem, 
especially on highly reflective and highly patterned surfaces. The discovery of the near infrared 
emission capabilities of the ancient pigment Egyptian blue pushed scientists to test its ability as a 
fingerprint dusting powder on these difficult substrates. This unique emission range was predicted 
to give Egyptian blue the ability to emit luminescence at wavelengths most substrates will not, 
more efficiently highlighting the print and providing greater ridge detail. This was tested by 
confirming the absorption and emission wavelengths of the pigment then comparing its ability to 
highlight print detail to other commonly used luminescent powders. The experimentation showed 
that Egyptian blue provided much better ridge detail and contrast on highly reflective and patterned 
surfaces compared to other powders. This is continuing to be tested on other substrates to confirm 
consistent success, but researchers are optimistic about initial findings and hope that this method 
can be applied in the near future, and hopefully brings some confidence back to the evidence 
collection and interpretation processes.  
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Introduction 
It has recently come to the attention of society that there are a large number of people 
imprisoned for crimes they did not commit. It is estimated that about 5% of prisoners in the United 
States prison system are innocent. To put this into perspective, there are roughly 2 million people 
imprisoned in the United States, which works out to be about 100,000 people that are most likely 
innocent spending time in jail.1 Of course, those wrongly convicted could be incarcerated for 
something like theft, which does not have as significant repercussions, but some of those 100,000 
could be on death row, about to be killed for something they did not do. Recent work by the 
Innocence Project, along with steps in making improvements in the criminal justice system, has 
led to the exoneration of some of these individuals. The reason for these wrongful convictions can 
stem from things such as eyewitness misidentification and false confessions. One cause, that is of 
greater interest in the chemistry field, is that of false or misleading forensic evidence, which, 
according to the National Registry of Exonerations, accounts for about 23% of all exonerations.2 
This category includes issues such as the misinterpretation of evidence by investigators or even 
the way the evidence is presented in court, allowing for it to be applied inappropriately. With this 
rise in the number of wrongful convictions comes the questioning of the legitimacy of the 
processes that have been used to collect, interpret and apply evidence for years.2 When fingerprints 
were first discovered as a unique form of identification, this application as evidence was seen as 
the final say. The matching of fingerprints and the accuracy of the conviction was not questioned 
by many and the faith in the criminal justice system gave society confidence in convictions. The 
rise in false convictions is working against that which is resulting in many people beginning to 
question the system that had originally been trustworthy. Although there is not much as a chemist 
that can be improved on as far as how evidence is presented in court or how an interpreter 
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personally interprets the evidence, the process of collecting the evidence itself can be improved 
upon in order to minimize the opportunity for human error. Specifically, in the area of fingerprints, 
determining a collection and detection method that maximizes the clarity in prints, is being heavily 
researched. The process of identification has come a long way in the past 100 years, but there are 
still many drawbacks found in common methods. Improvements in these areas could help lead to 
a lowering of the number of wrongful convictions and result in the rebuilding of the confidence of 
the criminal justice system. 
History of Identification 
The process of identification has followed the same baseline standards since the process 
was first developed. Although society has seen great improvements in the available technology for 
identification, the basic process itself has stayed relatively constant. The first efficient means of 
identification was developed around 1880 by Alphonse Bertillon, a French criminologist, who 
came up with a method that he called anthropometry, or “people measurements”.3 Bertillon had 
concluded that two individuals would not have the exact same physical measurements. The system 
he put together required 11 different measurements of the body, including ones such as the height 
and width of the outstretched arm, length of the head, and the length of the right ear. These 
measurements were recorded on index cards for each individual and Bertillon came up with a filing 
system to make finding the exact card a relatively easy process; this system included categories of 
head length and breadth, with subsequent categories relating to more detailed measurements.3 This 
system proved to be very effective and resulted in the identification of multiple offenders. 
However, this system was not without error and although many body dimensions are unique, it 
was not a sufficient way to guarantee that one was identifying the correct offender. It was rather 
effective on a small scale but as more people were added to the system it became difficult to use 
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effectively. Fingerprints did not become a widely supported form of identification when it came 
to crimes until the early 1900s. The uniqueness of fingerprints and the discovery of their 
consistency on an individual throughout one’s lifetime had been researched from early in the 
1800s, but the ways in which they could be applied in criminal cases was not accepted until later.  
This process began with the work of Sir William Harschel. Harschel is recognized for his 
use of fingerprints on important documents such as contracts. He was aware of the unique 
characteristics of fingerprints and how they are different for each individual person, so he used 
them as an extra layer of confidence in the verification of contracts. Even today fingerprints are 
wanted for official documents as it is an extra layer of identification. Harschel applied the 
uniqueness of fingerprints in a way that is still in use but did not begin the process of using them 
in criminal cases. This was first approached by Dr. Henry Faulds. Faulds was interested in the 
specific characteristics that made a print unique to an individual. He studied the value of the 
friction ridge skin for individualization and this led to determining its capabilities as a source of 
evidence. His work was continued by Sir Francis Galton who, agreeing with Faulds, thought there 
was great potential for fingerprints to be used as a source of evidence. However, he wanted to 
determine the likelihood of getting a false positive when matching the prints. There are many 
minute details being compared on fingerprints, so, if two people have very similar prints, is there 
a possibility of the wrong person being matched with the print. After researching this possibility, 
he found that the likelihood of this occurrence is about 1 in 64 billion people, providing even more 
confidence in the capabilities of fingerprints as accurate evidence.  
The first person to use fingerprints as a source of evidence in a criminal case was Juan 
Vucetich. An Argentinian police officer, Vucetich wanted to determine which methods of 
identification being applied were most effective. He tested this by collecting both Bertillon 
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measurements and fingerprints of criminals in his prison and testing their comparison capabilities.  
He found through his studies that fingerprints were more efficient as there are more details that 
can be compared in assuring accuracy. He then developed the system of dactyloscopy, which was 
used to group and classify fingerprints.4 Using this newly developed system, Vucetich successfully 
convicted the first criminal through the identification of fingerprints, which was an 1892 first-
degree murder case. After his success, Vucetich claimed the inefficiency of Bertillon 
measurements and determined that the collection of one’s 10 individual fingerprints was enough 
to accurately identify a person. This realization simplified the identification process and started 
the application of the system around the world. 
Characteristics of Fingerprints 
With the application spreading, the next step came to be people needing to understand the 
different types of fingerprints and how to apply the system Vucetich had developed. When 
categorizing fingerprints, there are five different pattern categories: loop, whorl, arch, composite, 
and accidentals. Loops and whorls make up the most commonly found fingerprint patterns, with 
the latter three composing of about a combined 9% of prints. These broad category patterns are 
broken down into even more specific subcategories allowing for more detailed separation of types. 
Loops can be either radial loops or ulnar loops, while whorls can be concentric, spiral, double 
spiral, or almond shaped. Arches fall under three types, plain, tented or exceptional, and composite 
prints can be central pocket loops, lateral pocket loops, or twinned loops.5 The loop pattern and 
other ridge details are what are used to match prints. The most common print matching process is 
minutiae matching. In short, this process involves the matching of individual plot points on two 
fingerprints to confirm if they are matches or not. These points are usually determined by the 
discontinuities found on prints, such as ridge dots and ridge endings. The more matched minutiae 
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that are found the higher the matching score and the greater the confidence in the similarities of 
the prints.6 The details that are compared are so miniscule that the clarity of the prints being viewed 
is very important in order to assure accuracy.  
There are three types of fingerprints that can be obtained from crime scenes: plastic, patent, 
and latent. Indented prints are 3-dimensional. They are found molded into malleable substances. 
These substances include items such as candle wax or other putty-like substances and are usually 
very clearly visible. This means that no treatment is needed, and it is simply a matter of collecting 
and preserving the prints. Patent prints are also ones that can be easily seen by the naked eye and 
require little to no treatment. Two types of these prints exist: positive or negative. Negative 
physical prints are a result of a colored material being removed from a surface, while positive 
physical prints are formed by the fingers themselves being contaminated by a colored substance.7 
These two print types can easily be enhanced and viewed with very little added processing. The 
third print type, latent, is by far the most common but also the one that causes the most problems 
when it comes to development and visibility. Composed of natural secretions and environmental 
contaminants, latent fingerprints are mainly invisible, and a treatment is needed in order to view 
them and use them as evidence, creating a rather analytical problem as very small amounts of a 
chemical compound are needing to be detected.7 This print type is the one which will be the most 
focused on, as latent prints require the most treatment and the difficult for clear contrast arises with 
this invisible print type. 
Collection of Latent Fingerprints from a Crime Scene 
Because latent prints are mainly invisible, they must go through a treatment method in 
order for the prints to be viewable. The type of treatment applied depends heavily on the surface 
on which the print is found. Latent fingerprints can be obtained from two different surface types: 
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porous or nonporous. In simplest terms, porous surfaces are those that contain microscopic pores 
which allow things such as air and water to pass through. Examples of porous surfaces includes 
things such as paper and untreated wood. On the other hand, nonporous surfaces do not allow 
things to pass through, examples include plastics and metals. A simple way to determine whether 
surfaces are porous or nonporous visually is the simple fact that porous surfaces will absorb water 
placed on its surface while nonporous surface will not. In relation to fingerprint identification, 
latent fingerprints act differently on these surface types. Prints on porous surfaces tend to be 
absorbed into the surface while prints on nonporous surfaces can be more easily damaged and need 
to be preserved relatively quickly.  
Due to the many different print types and surfaces, it is necessary to have multiple methods 
in which one can view and collect prints from a location. The process needs to be efficient and 
provide clear and precise ridges and edges. These processes can range from the most simplistic 
like dusting at the crime scene to view nonporous surface latent prints to applying the extensive 
chemistry behind a fingerprint to determine what chemical would react best to make it visible. 
For porous surfaces, a chemical treatment is usually necessary, as the print is not fully 
adhered to the surface but instead has absorbed some into the material. The chemicals in the 
treatment react with the sweat and other body oil residue, resulting in a visible print. The most 
common method on porous surfaces is the ninhydrin method. In this process, a colored compound 
called Ruhemann’s purple is produced on the prints making them visible. The ninhydrin reacts 
with the amino acids in the fingerprint residue. This method is beneficial as amino acids are 
unlikely to react to the surface material. This allows the method to be applicable after long periods 
of time, as long as years.8 Another popular method is iodine fuming. Unlike ninhydrin treatment, 
where the chemical reacts with the amino acids in the fingerprint residue, the vapors of iodine are 
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absorbed by the fatty acid content found in the residue of sweat, resulting in a yellow-brown color.8 
A drawback of this treatment is the fact that when exposed to air, the print can fade relatively 
quickly, requiring the treated print to be photographed relatively shortly after being treated. There 
are methods to help preserve the prints, so most times post-treatments are performed. Over-all, this 
is a beneficial process, one just needs to be aware that a follow-up treatment is usually necessary. 
A process that reacts with the sodium chloride in print residue is the silver nitrate method. This 
reaction forms silver chloride which leads to a darkened print under sunlight.8 It is important that 
while performing this method that the prints are not overdeveloped. This can lead to the 
background becoming colored and the print being difficult to decipher. 
The two most common methods for obtaining prints on nonporous surfaces are dusting and 
superglue fuming. When a print is dusted, the powder adheres to the oils left behind as the print. 
Because of the ridges on the skin, the print itself is composed of ridges and furrows which leave 
an impression on the surface. The powder sticks to the ridges when brushed on but is easily wiped 
away from the furrows, allowing the pattern in the print to become visible. Powders can fall under 
three different categories: regular, metallic, and photoluminescent. Regular powders are composed 
of some type of polymeric resin that is finely divided. This powder would also contain a colorant.9 
The colorant would allow contrast between the prints and the surface one is trying to view. The 
metallic powders are most commonly formed from metallic oxides, such as zinc oxide and iron 
oxide.9 Metallic powders have proved throughout time to be a very reliable powder and proved 
clear results on the proper surfaces. The use of photoluminescent, or fluorescent, powders is the 
most recently applied method. The powders contain compounds that when excited with, most 
commonly, UV light, emits light at a higher intensity than the substrate. Another common method 
is cyanoacrylate or superglue fuming. This process results in the polymerization of the ridges of 
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the fingerprint which hardens and becomes more raised. They usually become slightly white as 
well. The cyanoacrylate is a type of acrylate resin that reacts with the fingerprint residue to form 
a polymer. This process has been used for many years and is one of the few chemical methods that 
is used on nonporous surfaces, as most chemical methods are performed on porous surfaces. A 
downside to this process is the fact that it cannot be performed at the crime scene, instead it must 
be done in the lab as the fuming must take place in a cabinet. The polymerization of the prints can 
also still make the prints difficult to see depending on the substrate color, so some form of dusting 
is usually still required, which then again relies on the efficiency of the powder.10 This method 
also comes with a number of health and safety issues as the liquid cyanoacrylate esters can cause 
burns to the skin. 
Drawbacks of Typical Dusting Powders 
Although dusting powders have performed extremely well for years, there are still some 
drawbacks that are present which pushes for new developments and counteract reoccurring 
difficulties. One problem seen with dusting is the issue of low contrast. Nonfluorescent powders 
specifically are very limited in their contrast between print and surface, relying on the powder 
color that is used to notice differences between the print and its substrate. A highly colored surface 
will be difficult to block out with a powder. Fluorescence allows the signal to be improved but it 
can also be counteractive as the use of heavy UV light can actually increase the background 
fluorescence, causing more interference from the substrate. This is also an issue with highly 
patterned surfaces. If the powder is not efficient in blocking out the emission of the pattern beneath 
the print, the print will not be clearly visible.11 
Sensitivity can also be an issue with this method. Most powders used are finely ground, 
but because of the extensive details found in fingerprints, even a powder that contains some slightly 
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larger particles can cause some of the detail to be lost. The larger powders can end up covering 
ridge details that are necessary for identification. Some metal powders, such as gold and silver can 
also cause issues because of their flakiness, with the larger particles being able to blur the fine 
edges of ridges.11 It is important that the effect of the powder size is tested for its efficiency and at 
which size it gives the clearest detail. 
Metallic powders can also be toxic to users, along with other common development 
techniques. Researchers are also looking into print collection processes that are not toxic to the 
DNA present in the print. Most means of collection cause damage to the DNA which can then no 
longer be used as proof of identification. Although this is a common issue, there has been little 
improvement in finding ways to counteract that. The toxicity is not only due to the powder or 
treatment that is being used, although many metal powders and chemical treatments cause harm to 
it, but even the process of brushing the powder on the print itself can contaminate the evidence 
present. 
Fluorescent powders greatly increase the contrast between a print and its substrate 
compared to regular dusting powders. The powder exhibits an emission that the standard substrate 
does not, allowing the print to be much more visible. This benefit can be outweighed, however, 
when one is attempting to view a print on a highly patterned surface. The use of fluorescence can 
actually enhance the pattern and color of the substrate making it still difficult to see the print. It 
has been discovered that near infrared radiation would not trigger the luminescence of background 
patterns and colors, bringing about the search of a substance that fluoresces in the NIR range and 
could be used as a dusting powder.11 Multiple powder alternatives have been recently tested in 
order to try and find one that proves more efficient on these difficult surfaces, including turmeric 
and algae based bioorganic powders. This led to the research of a newly rediscovered pigment 
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called Egyptian blue, which was found to emit light in the NIR, and its possible application in the 
field of forensics.         
History of Egyptian Blue                          
Egyptian blue is believed to be the first synthetic pigment in human history. First developed 
more than 3000 years ago, this pigment was used by the Egyptians as a colorant for painting as 
well as ceramic glaze. This pigment, also known as calcium copper silicate (CaCuSi4O10) or 
cuprorivaite, does occur naturally but only rarely, implying that ancient Egyptians had to have a 
rather thorough understanding of chemistry in order to derive this compound from more commonly 
found substances. It was found that this compound is synthesized from the heating of a mixture of 
a calcium compound, a copper compound, silica sand, and a flux, usually soda or potash, at a 
temperature of 850-950ᵒC. This pigment is seen to have become well known throughout the Roman 
Empire and was assumed that works containing it were of high value as the pigment could not be 
obtained easily.12 Although its use became common and well known, after the fall of the Roman 
Empire it drastically decreased. There are multiple theories as to the cause, but it is mainly believed 
that it was simply an effect of the end of the empire and the resulting loss of knowledge and 
technologies.13   
The reemergence of Egyptian blue is due mainly in part to the research led by Giovanni 
Verri at the British Museum. He discovered a method that allowed traces of Egyptian blue to be 
identified on ancient objects where the color itself had faded. Verri found that the pigment emitted 
infrared light when shined with a red light. This emission was long lived but could not be seen by 
the naked eye, requiring camera imaging, showing a white photo-induced luminescence where 
Egyptian blue was present, seen in Figures 1 and 2 below.12  
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Figure 1. NIR emission of Egyptian Blue on ancient                  Figure 2. NIR emission of Egyptian Blue on ancient artwork. 
artwork. 
 
This discovery has been applied on multiple ancient art pieces to test its efficiency and has 
continued to be effective. This knowledge is now being applied to other scientific fields. The 
emission of Egyptian blue is being found to be able to penetrate further into human tissue than 
previous methods along with less resulting absorption. This method would result in more highly 
resolved images.  
Dusting powder is one of the most common methods of obtaining latent prints from 
nonporous surfaces. Despite its efficiency due to the many different powder types that can be 
applied, there is still difficulty found with getting clear and sharp images on highly luminescent, 
patterned, and reflective surfaces. A technique that researchers have recently been testing is the 
efficiency of powders which emit in near-infrared range. The recent rediscovery of Egyptian blue, 
and the application in the field of art history of its NIR emission, has led to the thought of its 
benefits in the field of forensic science, more specifically fingerprint identification. It was 
predicted that a fingerprint powder with this range of luminescence would help to highlight ridge 
detail more efficiently and block out background interference. These benefits would allow for 
clearer images, creating a scenario where misidentification would be less likely, resulting in more 
confident convictions. 
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Research and Testing of Egyptian Blue 
In this experiment, prints were collected from both males and females between the ages of 
19 and 25. These prints were deposited using two different methods: charged and uncharged. 
Charged prints are the result of rubbing one’s fingers across surfaces that contain higher 
concentrations of sebaceous oils in order to form more highly concentrated prints. Most of the time 
these involve rubbing across the surface of the forehead or nose. Uncharged prints are formed by 
putting one’s fingers directly on the surface without making any other contact with skin. The print 
resulted from the uncharged treatment will have a lower concentration of sebaceous oils. 
Researches wanted to test the effect of Egyptian blue’s emission on higher and lower concentrated 
prints. 
In the researched experiment, the participants did not produce their own Egyptian blue 
pigment. Instead, they made use of manufactured compound. The product was not used as-is, the 
researchers performed micronisation of the pigment as part of the experiment. Micronisation is the 
process of reducing the diameter of particles, so simply reducing the size.14 Size reduction was 
first attempted using the simple mortar and pestle method, but this proved ineffective. Instead, a 
McCrone micronising mill was used with the solvent process. The solvent used was ethanol, and 
the slurry produced of the pigment and ethanol was mixed with the crystal alumina, which was 
used as the grinding pellets. The efficiency of the compound based on the size of the individual 
particles was to be tested, in respect to emission and adhesion capabilities. The size of the 
compound being used is important because, as discussed earlier, too large of particles can cause 
details and ridges to become blurred. Finding the most efficient pigment size along with the best 
way to get it to adhere to prints is necessary. The experiment looked at size in terms of both 
adherence capabilities and fluorescent strength, determining which size was best for both aspects. 
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The micronised powder, along with other commonly used powders, were applied to the 
prints using two different brush types: natural fiber and synthetic fiber. The natural fiber brush was 
made from camel hair while the synthetic brush was made from fiberglass fiber. The powders were 
applied to all the prints with both brush types. These two brushes have become the most common 
type due to their efficiency in covering large areas as well as not causing damage to the prints that 
are being coated.15  
Since the powder used was commercialized and not developed by the researchers, it was 
important that the powder itself was verified to be Egyptian Blue. This was determined by 
performing luminescence spectroscopy on a sample of the powder. Due to previous testing, the 
ranges at which cuprorivaite absorbs and emits light is known and finding these values could 
confirm that the compound being used for testing was indeed Egyptian blue.15  
Luminescence Spectroscopy is complementary to UV-Vis Spectroscopy in that they both 
look at the same wavelength region. However, the main difference is that while UV-Vis looks at 
the energy needed to move electrons from the HOMO (highest-energy occupied molecular orbital) 
to the LUMO (lowest-energy unoccupied molecular orbital) state, luminescence looks at the 
wavelength emitted when an excited electron drops from the first or second excited state back to 
the ground state.16 Most molecules exist in the ground state or HOMO state. This means that all 
electrons are at the lowest energy level. When the molecules absorb some sort of energy, usually 
in the form of light, the electrons move from the ground state to either the first excited state 
(LUMO state) or the second excited state. Each of these excited states have different vibrational 
frequencies. Once the electron rises to the excited state it will relax vibrationally. Fluorescence 
occurs when the electrons settle at the lowest vibrational frequency, releases a photon and drops 
back to the ground state. The photon that is released is lower in energy than the photon that was 
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absorbed, so the wavelength seen in the spectrum will be larger than the one seen for absorption.17 
This is represented well in the Jablonksi diagram, an example of which can be seen in Figure 3.18  
 
Figure 3. Jablonksi Diagram example - showing energy absorptions, conversions, and emissions. 
Collecting the luminescence is a very similar process to collecting a UV-Vis spectrum. The 
instrument contains three foundational items: a light source, a detector, and a sample holder. The 
instruments also contain a way in which one can adjust the wavelength of light emitted passed 
through the sample. In this experiment, the light source was a xenon arc lamp, and a 42-
photomultiplier tube was used to amplify the results.  
X-ray diffraction was also performed to confirm that the powder being tested was Egyptian 
Blue. X-rays are much smaller and stronger than visible light rays, meaning that these rays give 
off higher energy and have a greater ability to penetrate matter. Its penetration capabilities are still 
dependent on the density of the matter. X-rays are also able to interact with each other, either 
constructively or destructively. The interaction between rays is called interference. Constructive 
interference occurs when two waves are in phase with each other. This means that the crest and 
troughs of one wave aligns with the crest and troughs of another. This creates waves that are higher 
in amplitude and result in a signal. Destructive interference is a result of waves being out of phase. 
Complete destructive interference occurs when the crest of one wave aligns with the trough of 
another. The two waves will cancel each other out and no signal will occur. If the interference is 
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partially destructive, where the crest and troughs of two waves only overlap slightly, then the 
resulting wave will simply have a smaller amplitude than the two individual waves and a weaker 
signal.19 The method of x-ray diffraction takes advantage of this interaction and allows a user to 
determine the structure of a crystal. X-rays are first passed through the crystal sample. As they 
pass through the rays are diffracted. Depending on the structure and orientation of the crystal, the 
rays will diffract differently. The diffracted waves then travel to the detector. Depending on the 
infliction of the incident rays, interference will occur which is what results in signal at the detector. 
The structure of the crystal itself is determined by finding the diffraction angles of the incident 
rays. Knowing the angle can allow the user to determine the d-spacing or spacing between the 
atomic planes of the crystal. When successful, this process can be used to find crystal structure as 
well as the size of the crystal’s unit cell. The results from the instrument are plotted as intensity 
vs. angle of incident, and the peaks can be converted into d-spacing using the Bragg equation, 
where d-spacing is proportional to ½ the wavelength divided by the sin of the diffraction angle: 
𝑑 = (
1
2
) (
𝜆
sin𝜃
) 
There are two types of x-ray diffraction: single crystal method and powder method. Single crystal 
method is performed as it sounds, one crystal is hit with x-rays at different angles in order to 
determine diffraction angles and d-spacing. In powder method, instead of a single crystal being 
used, x-rays are passed through a powder sample of the crystal, collecting multiple diffraction 
angels at once. Images of both methods are found below.19 
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Figure 4. X-Ray Diffraction: Powder Method.        Figure 5. X-ray Diffraction: Single Crystal Method. 
 
                      
In this experiment, the powder method would have been used. This method is usually preferred in 
general as the reorientation of a single crystal to find each individual diffraction angle can be very 
time consuming. Because a powder would contain crystals existing at all different orientations, it 
is easier to determine all the diffraction angles by scattering x-rays up to a 90ᵒ angle onto the 
surface of the powder. The powder for this method is usually prepared using a micronisation mill. 
The same process is taking place, it is just being performed in a shorter period of time, and over a 
smaller range, resulting in a more efficient process. X-ray diffraction was performed on the 
Egyptian blue sample with a range of 7.5ᵒ - 90ᵒ at a rate of 0.0015ᵒ every 0.7 s.15 
The dusted prints were photographed using a Canon 40D camera. The cameras were not 
used as is, however. Cameras of this type, containing CCD and CMOS sensors, also contain an 
infrared blocking filter. In these cameras, the sensors are sensitive to infrared light, so the filters 
are put in place to protect the sensor. In this experiment, IR radiation needed to pass through, so 
the filters were removed. The camera was connected to a television screen to allow for better 
focusing and viewing of the captured images. A Canon EFO 18-55 mm lens was used with a RM90 
filter. This filter allowed the transmission of radiation of about 900nm and was removed for images 
captured in the visible range. The dusted prints on the different substrates were illuminated with 
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one of two sources: white LED or a forensic light source. Prints were tested under both light 
sources as to determine how efficient Egyptian blue could perform under different intensities of 
light. 
Results 
Through the processes of luminescence spectroscopy and X-Ray diffraction, the 
commercialized powder was confirmed to be Egyptian blue. The absorption and emission that was 
seen following Luminescence spectroscopy matched that found in literature values. The compound 
absorbed most strongly around 600 nm, with a small degree of absorption occurring around 800 
nm. These wavelengths correspond to the yellow and red wavelengths in the visible light region. 
The highest emission was seen around 900nm.20  
 
Figure 6. Absorption and emission wavelengths of Egyptian Blue with recorded electron transitions. 
 
Multiple electron transitions were observed during the running of luminescence 
spectroscopy. The peaks seen correspond to the electron transition taking place and the slight 
changes in symmetry of the molecular orbitals. The largest peaks correlate to transitions that are 
much more likely to take place. Any possible electron transitions that are disallowed by symmetry 
do not show peaks, but some transitions are partially allowed, and these are seen as smaller peaks 
on the spectrum. Transitions that are not allowed to fully take place are usually forbidden by either 
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symmetry or spin, ones affected by both will be seen with the lowest intensity or not be seen at all. 
However, sometimes through the phenomenon of spin-orbit coupling, these transitions are visible. 
Overall, peaks seen at lower intensity can be assumed to have resisted transitions due to symmetry 
or spin limitations. It is also important to recognize that sometimes the transition at which the 
highest intensity is seen cannot always occur initially. When this is the case, a lower energy 
transition takes place first, where the symmetry is adjusted to allow for the final transition.  
The transitions seen in the excitation of Egyptian blue were not discussed in detail in the 
primary research article, but previous research done on Egyptian blue allowed for understanding 
of the transitions taking place within the compound.21 The emission of NIR following the 
excitation of Egyptian blue is due to the electron transitions taking place in the Cu2+ ion of the 
compound. This ion is located in the center of a square planar complex which is part of the 
tetragonal crystal structure. The Cu is coordinated to four oxide ions. This square planar complex 
has a D4h symmetry which causes splitting in the crystal field. The overall octahedral ligand 
complex of the Cu2+ experiences a splitting of the D orbital into T2g and Eg energy levels. Because 
of the square-planar structure of the Cu and O complex, further splitting occurs at these energy 
levels. The T2g splits into Eg and B2g while the original Eg splits into A1g and B1g. This splitting of 
the Cu2+ ion is stated to be heavily due to its large spin-orbit coupling, and this large coupling 
results in five total energy levels, with the final one resulting from the splitting of the second Eg 
level. To simplify, the ligand complex in the compound results in the D orbital of the Cu2+ ion to 
split into five different energy levels where photons can be promoted to when excited with light. 
These energy levels, in order of increasing energy, are B1g, B2g, Eg (which splits into a lower and 
higher level), and A1g. These five levels correlate with the final D4h symmetry seen of the copper 
ion/oxide complex. 21 A visual representation of these energy levels can be seen below.22  
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Figure 7. The splitting of energy levels in D4h symmetry. 
Looking back at the spectrum retrieved of the excitation and emission of Egyptian blue, 
the three transitions during excitation are seen around 400, 600, and 800nm.15 At 400nm, an 
electron is excited from the B1g energy level up to the A1g energy level. Although this is the first 
transition recorded, it is not of the highest intensity. The transition that resulted in the most signal 
was the one seen around 600nm. At this transition, an electron was excited from the B1g energy 
level to the Eg energy level. This is a smaller energy change than seen in the first transition. The 
third transition, viewed around 800nm, has the smallest intensity and follows a stretch where the 
intensity of absorbance was decreasing drastically. This transition went from B1g to B2g. Based on 
previous reading, the less intense absorption at this wavelength is most likely due to this transition 
being slightly inhibited by symmetry or spin. The emission spectrum showed one definite emission 
transition with very high intensity. This transition was seen around 900nm and involved relaxing 
from B2g to B1g. Notice that this relaxation transition does not correlate to the most intense 
excitation transition, instead it matches the weakest absorption transition. This is due to the 
phenomenon that takes place, which was previously represented in the Jablonksi diagram. The 
electrons are going to relax to the lowest vibrational frequency, or excited energy level, which is 
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B2g in this case, and then release a photon which results in dropping to the ground state, or B1g 
energy level, and emitting light. In the case of Egyptian blue, this transition happens at 900nm, the 
wavelength that aligns with near-infrared radiation.15 
Again, the primary research article does not give thorough results on testing of x-ray 
diffraction on the sample. It was determined that the spectra collected did match that expected of 
Egyptian blue. The expected X-ray diffraction spectrum for Egyptian blue, collected from previous 
research with other similar compounds, 21 along with the confirmed crystal structure, can be seen 
below. 
                           
    Figure 9. The confirmed crystal structure of Egyptian Blue. 
                 
 
The performance of these tests assured the researchers that they were using Egyptian blue, and that 
the powder would absorb and emit light at the wavelength previous research had discovered. X-
ray diffraction was successful in confirming the chemical structure of the powder to be that of 
calcium copper silicate. With both of these processes performed, the researches were confident in 
the legitimacy of the commercialized powder and could move onto testing its success as a 
fingerprint dusting powder. 
Figure 8. X-Ray Diffraction Spectra of common Copper  
Silicates. The spectrum of Egyptian Blue (calcium copper 
silicate) is found at the top. 
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Preliminary testing showed that the initial particle side of Egyptian blue was too large. It 
did not provide the best contrast and gave low sensitivity. The approximate size of the powder was 
measured to be 50 μm while other commercial dusting powders have a particle size of around 2 
μm. To counteract this, micronisation was performed to decrease the particle size. Micronisation 
was performed for 120 minutes, with samples being collected and tested at 1, 5, 15, 30, 60, and 
120 minutes. The particle size and luminescent capabilities were measured at each of these 
intervals. The color intensity of the samples was also measured. The graph below (Figure 10)15 
shows the decrease in particle size as the micronisation time increased. 
 
Figure 10. The particle size decreased exponentially with the amount of time micronisation took place. 
 
They found that the luminescent capabilities were highly dependent on particle size. The 
image below shows how the luminescence was affected by the amount of time spent micronising. 
The best size for brightest fluorescence was found at 15 and 30 minutes. The luminescent of the 
prints decreased when moving to either time extreme (Figure 11). 15  
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Figure 11. The best luminescence was seen after 30 minutes of micronisation, with particle sizes to either extreme lacking in 
capabilities. 
As for the color, the intensity of the coloration decreases as the amount of time spent 
micronising increased. This characteristic had been observed in previous studies and has been 
attributed to both its dichroic properties and contamination of the sample. The longer the powder 
is ground, the pigment can lose purity. More specifically, the pellets used in the grinding process 
can begin to break down the longer micronisation takes place. The resulting powder can then be 
incorporated into the sample. This leads to the powder now being contaminated and not containing 
the same properties as pure Egyptian blue (Figure 12).15  
 
Figure 12. There was a clear decrease in the intensity of color following the increasing amount of micronisation. 
This reduction in color intensity due to the micronisation of the powder results in the powder 
producing developed prints that are rather faint under normal lighting, which implies that an 
external light source would be needed to clearly view the prints. However, it is important to point 
out that because the emission of the prints being viewed is in the NIR range, the photographic 
conditions needed already limits the powder to laboratory use. 
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The efficiency of different brushes was determined as preliminary testing to find whether 
the brush type affected the capabilities of the micronised powder. It was found that both brushes 
(natural and synthetic fiber) gave clearly developed prints, but the camelhair brush (natural fiber) 
gave the best results over-all, so this brush type was used for the rest of the testing. Future research 
and evaluations will need to be performed to thoroughly determine which brush type works best 
on different substrates, but for this experiment the result obtained in this testing was enough to feel 
confident in the brush being used.15 
The capabilities of Egyptian blue on highly patterned and reflective surfaces was tested by 
depositing charged prints onto the surface of aluminum soft drink cans. This substrate provided 
both a reflective and patterned surface, aspects that cause the most difficult when trying to view 
clearly contrasted prints. Four different powders were compared with Egyptian blue, with the four 
prints being split in half, one half dusted with Egyptian blue and the other half dusted with another 
commercialized powder. The four powders that were compared with Egyptian blue were 
bichromatic, velvet black, titanium dioxide, and BlitzRed. With the testing it was found that 
Egyptian blue performed better than each of the other powders, providing good contrast and ridge 
detail. Background detail from the substrate was also highly limited with the Egyptian blue. To 
further test its capabilities, uncharged prints were also applied to the substrate and the powders 
compared. This test also showed better results with Egyptian blue, showing that the powder is 
efficient with both highly and lowly concentrated prints. Another aspect of Egyptian blue that was 
observed was its capability to still show NIR emission after long periods of time. Specifically, 
fingerprints on white porcelain tile were left in sunlight on a window ledge for more than two years 
and still showed high luminescence in the NIR range. 
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Conclusion 
The rediscovery of Egyptian blue has led to the extensive research of its application in multiple 
fields. It’s capability to emit light in the NIR range is unique and this characteristic is allowing for 
advancements in areas such as medical imaging and forensics. In the field of forensics, Egyptian 
blue is proven to overcome some of the drawbacks found with typical fingerprint dusting powders. 
These drawbacks include aspects such as low contrast and low sensitivity. The greatest difficulty 
is experienced with latent prints on reflective and highly patterned nonporous surfaces. It was 
expected that because of Egyptian blue’s unique emission range, the use of this pigment would 
result in higher contrast while maintaining good ridge detail on the prints. This was proven to be 
true as the powder would emit in a range that the substrate was highly unlikely to emit at, giving 
much better contrast. The powder always requires no pre-treatment, unless particle size needs to 
be reduced. A downside is the fact that in order to capture the emission, since it is not in the visible 
light range, the prints must be treated and viewed in a laboratory setting. However, the benefits of 
the pigment in overcoming common drawbacks outweighs this negative. More research needs to 
be performed in order to determine its efficiency on other substrates as this experiment only tested 
one type of surface, but preliminary testing is proving very optimistic. This use of this pigment 
cannot be applied to the forensics’ field until future studies are done and its beneficial properties 
are confirmed and approved. Hopefully, its use can be approved in the near future to allow for its 
near application. This small improvement in the clear collection of difficult prints can be the first 
step in improving the evidence system, providing more confidence in the interpretation of evidence 
and, in the end, lowering the number of people wrongly convicted of crimes due to inaccurate 
forensic evidence. 
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